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Previous studies show that museum resources are not systematically used in the 

framework of classrooms and that on site visits are not always producing the expected 

results in terms of learning. They also highlight the importance of emerging 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) tools to allow the embedding of 

such resources in the learning environment. However, the relationship between school 

and museum, with the scientific and digital realities that compose it, is both an 

expansion of training and a fun and valuable experience for the training of students 

and teachers. Especially the university museum is a place of integrated culture, based 

on the observation of objects and the possibility of interacting with them, where the 

student may track through the use of "exhibits", what he has learned, theoretically, in 

connection with the historical and artistic disciplines 1 

The Erasmus + Project "Education and Museum: Cultural Heritage for learning science" 

aims to promote innovative methods of teaching and learning through reusing digital 

learning objects of museums. This aim can be achieved though the characteristics of 

EdMuse platform that enable personalized and adaptive eLearning pathways.  

In the scope of EdMuse, teachers are invited to plan "teaching" units on a topic of 

science, selected from among the contents of the programming for targets, so as to 

ensure the development of core concepts of the discipline in question 2  in a 

multidisciplinary and transversal perspective. The goal is to give students the tools of 

understanding and intervention through the acquisition of skills as the ability to use 

the acquired knowledge. Integration with digital assets is useful when the teacher 

prepares his lectures. In this phase, the opportunity to gain access to the digital 

resources of museums, constitutes a valuable support to capture images of museum 

                                                           
1 V. FERRARA (a cura di) . Il patrimonio digitale per la didattica. Di V. Ferrara, S. Sapia e 

altri., 2014, Roma: DIGILAB, ISBN: 978-88-909933-0-5  

2 “Problemi e prospettive di natura didattica”C. PIU, 2009 – Monolite Editrice 
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objects and information connected to content related to the topic discussed in the 

classroom.  

EdMuse methodology also allows teachers to build a custom path online. Using 

programs or software products, teachers can create an e-book, according to a 

communication strategy based on a continuous process of collaboration between the 

museum and the teacher, according to which they can: 

 connect to the catalogue of museum objects; 

 choose the content and the related images useful to describe the subject of a 

curricular discipline. 

 

The student, through the thematic routes and the observation of the museum object, 

is involved in the discovery of ancient history, science, art and technology in a context 

certainly more appealing than the “traditional” classroom3: peoples, events of the 

past, tools, inventions that have been realized through the collections, the objects, the 

evidence preserved in the museum environment. 

 

In summary, teachers, thanks to the methodology proposed in EdMuse: 

• acquire the skills to access the online digital resources of various museums; 

• register on the website made available to create custom locations for the storage of 

museum objects and the link information selected; 

• trigger the download of custom locations on your computer; 

 

 

This output presents resources, methodologies and guidelines on how to reuse digital 

data museum in multimedia lessons. It includes a Theoretical framework and key 

concepts for developing EdMuse project, Guidelines for teacher to implement science 

multimedia lessons and Method to use EdMuse Platform. Examples are also 

presented. 

 
                                                           
3
 S. SAPIA, V. FERRARA (2013). Al Museo per fare didattica. Education 2.0 
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2. Museum Education and Natural 
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2.1. EU recommendations for using cultural heritage in 
education 
 

The European Digital Agenda identifies as a priority the re-use of digital content 

related to the cultural heritage to develop learning content [EU Commission 

Recommendation, 711/2011 / EU]. The presence of numerous digital resources made 

available in open data mode of the museums will ease their reuse (EU Commission 

Recommendation 2011/711 / EU). The museum objects can become a vehicle for 

educational content, as they can provide information related to its nature, to its use, 

to its representation in different historical contexts and disciplines. Being "image" and 

"content" they are candidates to become an effective contribution to the production 

of multidisciplinary and personalized educational courses. 

 

Cf. Europeana Foundation (2015). Europeana for Education and Learning: Policy 

Recommendations 
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2.2. Natural Sciences Didactics and Museum Education 
theoretical models 
The Natural Sciences Didactics and the Museum Education followed an almost 

common theoretical process, passing form the behaviourism to the social 

constructivism, more recently combined d with socio cultural approaches. That process 

affected the Natural Sciences Curriculums and the Educational programs of the 

museums, which changed their focus from the “subject” to the “learner”. 

Nowadays the common ground between museum education and Didactics of Natural 

Sciences is the theory of the constructivism. The educational theory of the 

constructivism considers that students construct the knowledge themselves, through 

social interaction and language use, and they interpret the various concepts and ideas 

through their personal models, which are concerto constructions, widely known in 

natural sciences didactics as conceptual representations. Constructivist educational 

theory argues that in any discussions of teaching and learning we should focus on the 

learner. The mains teaching goal on Natural Sciences Didactics is to help students to 

learn how learn, through multidisciplinary approaches, immediate experience, use of 

original resources and interactive initiatives. 

The “hands on” and “minds on” activities of Dewey, the theories of Vygotsky and 

Bruner, which highlights the role of cultural background of learning and the theory of 

multiple intelligences of Gardner converge on using museum education in order to 

design and implement multidisciplinary teaching approaches.  

 

2.3. Constructivist teaching and learning methods  
In order to facilitate the full development of each student, it is necessary to provide an 

effective strategy for learning through various educational procedures. Teachers must 

develop teaching learning scenarios on how to use the platform in a constructivist 

model. The constructivist-teaching model for the Natural Sciences evolves into five 

phases and is proposed to develop EdMuse multimedia lessons:  

• Orientation 
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• Promotion of children's representations 

• Reconstruction of children's representations 

• Implementation to everyday life 

• Review 

 

2.3.1. Orientation 
Concern of the teacher: to challenge students' interest in such a way that they feel the 

concept negotiated concerns them. 

The stimulus must be appealing and targeted to multifaceted (emotional and 

cognitive) engagement of the student. 

Τhe use of interdisciplinary stimuli  can reinforce the impression caused  

e.g. a collection of newspaper headlines or a photographic collage of the events of an 

earthquake can contribute to this. 

 

2.3.2. Promotion of children's representations 
• Dialogue is sought to enable students to explain their views. 

• Trying to explain, the student is forced to organize what he/she thinks and thus 

perceive possible confusions. They also have the opportunity to compare the views of 

their peers. 

 

2.3.3. Reconstruction of children's representations 
The class checks the correctness of their ideas with scientific documentation, which is 

experimentation and the so-called guided discovery approach. 

At this point, the contribution of the platform and the museum exhibits can be 

decisive. 

The exhibits and their observation contribute to the discovering of the scientific 

principles and laws labelling. Choosing the right exhibit and the didactic handling with 
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proper presentation and appropriate questions will lead to reconstructing the 

previous views into scientific representations. 

The platform may include proposals for teaching manipulations of exhibits or 

suggestions on the suitability of each exhibit for the reconstruction of certain 

erroneous representations of the students. 

 

2.3.4. Implementation to everyday life 
The ability of the new cognitive achievements to solve problems of reality with the 

scientific process is judged- checked. 

 The variety of everyday sectors in which everyone meets science applications can be 

served by the interdisciplinary approach. 

 

2.3.5. Review 
The students compare their initial ideas to their reconstructed ones and a cognitive imbalance 

arise. Discussion leads to conclusions adopting the new knowledge. 
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3. Guidelines for teachers to 
implement multimedia lessons  
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The Guidelines for teachers presents general orientation for teachers on the use of 

EdMuse platform to implement multimedia lessons aiming to involve students and 

stimulate their curiosity in science subjects. 

 

Guidelines for the teachers about their tasks (design, implementation, tests) 

 Pre and post  test will be given to the classes 

 At least two classes are needed, the main class and a control class. 

 The main class is going to be taught a topic through EdMuse or other digital 

resources of cultural heritage and in a multidisciplinary way 

 The control class will follow its usual, traditional methodology of each country 

for the same topic. 

 Time table 

o Pre test, end of January, maximum 4 days before teaching 

o February,  implementation of the didactic process 

o March, synthesis of children s report in a chosen form (poster, .ppt 

presentation etc) 

o Post test, maximum 4 days after the end of the implementation 

o Deadline for the delivery of the filled pre and post tests, end of 

April (we need the questionnaires in google form if possible. In case 

that students use pen and paper, the teacher has to complete the 

google form later on). 

o You will send your data to the mail list below:  

Andreanna Koufou, koufou@upatras.gr; Piedade Vaz Rebelo, pvaz@mat.uc.pt; 

Vincenza Ferrara, vincenza.ferrara@uniroma1.it 

 

mailto:koufou@upatras.gr
mailto:pvaz@mat.uc.pt
mailto:vincenza.ferrara@uniroma1.it
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The topics of your lesson (one or two as you need) for each country are related to the 

age of students: 

o 8-9: Water as element of landscape 

o 10-11: The planet 

o 11-12: Galileo 

Note:  The goal of the comparison is to define if children construct knowledge through 

our teaching and if there are differences or no in the construction process of the main 

class and the control class. 

 The form of the pre and post questionnaire, which should be the same (in form 

and content), has to contain: 

o 10 questions 

o If multiple choice, 3 answers each, only 1 correct 

o yes or no/ true or false questions 

o 1 open question 

Note: the questions should be related to the topic and not to the process 
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4. Method for using EdMuse Platform  
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The EdMuse Platform collects the metadata of cultural heritage objects extracted from 

museum catalogues involved in the project and from the Europeana Digital Library. 

EdMuse Platform is a virtual learning environment based on collaborative work to 

share content and LO among many schools). 

It aims to allow teachers to build a personalized path through web access to the 

Museums Catalogues and to download images and information on museum objects to 

be used in the production of multimedia lessons (IO2, p. ).  

Different modes and content have been provided in a reserved area for teachers to 

make online lessons integrating museum objects. 

Cards and catalogues are available on the EdMuse usable to any visitor who can look 

up and see what interests them; teachers and students logged in the project have an 

opportunity to create their own catalogues structuring specific paths in which they’re 

going to insert the objects of their interest; they have also the option to add other 

descriptions visible to all using the annotation tool. 

 

4.1. User Guide for EdMuse Platform 
 

User Guide for EdMuse Platform to search and download museum object 
image and content for reusing them in multimedia lesson. 
 
You can access to EDMUSE Platform with this link http://www.edmuse.eu/edmuse-
platform/index.php 
You can access with login account and after you click on the collection for activating search 
engine in different cultural heritage  catalogues. 
 
As you see at the moment you can choose to search in Europeana Digital Library (but we are 
studying the possibility to search in Galileo Museum or in other single database because the 
large amount of data sometimes doesn’t helps the teacher to find useful content) or/and Art 
Collection. 

1) You can insert the term or terms of search and click on the button. The system will 

http://www.edmuse.eu/edmuse-platform/index.php
http://www.edmuse.eu/edmuse-platform/index.php
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show the results 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2) It  can select the useful images for your work and and the of the selection you can save 

it: 
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3) The images and the content will be saved in the collection area and the user can 

manage them. In the page there is collection identifier and the user can click on it to 

open this work sector in the web page: 
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4) The user can choose to select one or more items and manage them to activate remove 

or downolad option. If the user activates the download option the system allow user 

to capture images and content for its need. 
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The collection.zip contains the  html file of object form and images of museum object 
useful to reuse in the class with help of multimedia lesson. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

4.2. Copyright issues 
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As the core idea of EdMuse project is to reuse existing data about cultural heritage 

some issues about Terms of Use of each database used to develop multimedia lessons 

must be considered.  

Bellow you can find links to Terms of Use of platforms. 

 

Europeana Terms of Use 

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/pt/rights/terms.html 

The Europeana.eu website is run by the Europeana Foundation and gives access to a 
wide range of digitised cultural heritage from across Europe and beyond. This 
material is provided to Europeana by a large number of contributing institutions and 
organisations. Europeana strives to make all resources on this website available for 
re-use. As part of this, all metadata (textual information on digitised cultural 
heritage) on the site are published without any restrictions on re-use. Most other 
material, such as the previews to digitised cultural heritage, is clearly labelled with 
rights statements that indicate if and under which conditions it can be re-used. 

Usage Guidelines for Metadata 
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/pt/rights/metadata.html 
 
These usage guidelines are based on goodwill, they are not a legal contract but Europeana 
requests that you follow these guidelines if you use metadata from Europeana. 
All metadata published by Europeana are available free of restriction under the Creative 
Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication. However, Europeana requests that 
you actively acknowledge and give attribution to all metadata sources, such as the data 
providers (being a specific cultural heritage institution) and any data aggregators, including 
Europeana. 
Give credit where credit is due. 
• Give attribution to the data provider and all contributing data aggregators, including 
Europeana. Aggregators perform a crucial task in collecting, storing and harmonising data 
so that it is more widely accessible and interoperable. 
• Make sure that others are aware of the rights status of the Europeana metadata and 
are aware of these guidelines. One way you can do this is to keep links to the CC0 Public 
Domain Dedication intact. 
• If, for technical or other reasons, you cannot include all the appropriate source links 

http://www.europeana.eu/portal/pt/rights/terms.html
http://www.europeana.eu/portal/pt/rights/metadata.html
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and rights information alongside the metadata that you have used, you should consider 
including them separately, for example in a separate document that is distributed with the 
metadata or dataset. 
• If, for technical or other reasons, you cannot include all the appropriate source links 
and rights information alongside the metadata that you have used, you may consider linking 
only to the specific metadata source on Europeana, where all available sources and rights 
information can be found, including machine-readable formats. 
Metadata is dynamic; consider using the metadata via the Europeana APIs or by linking. 
• When working with metadata obtained via Europeana,please be aware that it is not 
static but subject to change. Europeana continuously updates its metadata to correct 
mistakes and include new and additional information. Therefore, the best way touse 
metadata published by Europeana is via the Europeana API or by linking to the specific data. 
If, for technical or other reasons, you cannot do this,then provide a link back to the source of 
the data on Europeana or implement an update mechanism. 
Mention your modifications of the metadata and make your modified metadata available 
under the same terms. 
• Please do not use the metadata in a way that suggests you have any official status 
or that the data provider, aggregator or Europeana endorses you or your use of the 
metadata, unless you have prior permission to do so. 
• Please do not mislead others or misrepresent the metadata or its sources. 
• Please make the metadata and any improvements thereto freely available under the 
same terms as Europeana, i.e., without claiming any legal right to, or imposing any legally 
binding conditions on access to the metadata or your improvements. 
Please note that you use the metadata at your own risk. 
• Europeana offers the metadata as-is and makes no representations or warranties of 
any kind concerning any metadata published by Europeana. 
• Any use of the metadata must conform to all applicable laws and other regulations 
in your jurisdiction, notably concerning (but not limited to) data protection, defamation or 
copyright. 
• Be aware of any additional applicable community norms of data providers and data 
aggregators. 
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5. Cases/Examples 
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Cases from the implementation of the project (evaluated, examples)/Descriptions in 

didactic way are presented in this section. 

 

5.1. Example of e-book made by teachers of science, history and technology in two 
classes of primary school, using the museum digital resources, downloaded from musEd 
platform and  CSM asd.scuola:  
 

 

 

 

Dalla vite al vino 

  

 

Mappa - Contatti 

 Home 

page 

 

 La pianta 

e i suoi 

frutti 

 Il ciclo 

vegetativ

o 

 Terminolo

gia 

Ti trovi in: Home page 

STAMPA QUESTA PAGINA 

Dalla vite al vino 

ISTITUTO COMPRENSIVO VIA MICHELI 

classi IV B e V A G. RONCONI e IV B G. ALESSI 
Primaria 

materie:SCIENZE-ARTE-STORIA-TECNOLOGIA 

 

 

                            

disciplines involved 

(Interdisciplinary) 

team teachers 

http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/mappa.html
mailto:marcella.messina@fastwebnet.it
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/Lapiantaeisuoifrutti.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/Lapiantaeisuoifrutti.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/Lapiantaeisuoifrutti.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/Ilciclovegetativo.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/Ilciclovegetativo.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/Ilciclovegetativo.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/Terminologiaspecifica.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/Terminologiaspecifica.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/index_stampa.html
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specifica 

 Dall'uva 

al vino 

 Storia 

 Usi 

 ALCOL E 

SALUTE 

docenti: MARCELLA MESSINA- ILARIA ROSA - 
ALESSANDRA MAURO 

 

torna su 

 

Vite - Erbario - Museo di Botanica 

Concept-node 

Selected images from the catalogs of museums, 

included in each node in support of  

information page 

http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/Terminologiaspecifica.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/Dalluvaalvino.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/Dalluvaalvino.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/Storia.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/Usi.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/alcool%20e%20salute/index.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/alcool%20e%20salute/index.html
http://mused.uniroma1.it/lezioni/dalla%20vite%20al%20vino/index.html
http://www.musei.uniroma1.it/erbario/catalogo/gestionedb/scheda.asp?inventario=241
http://www.musei.uniroma1.it/erbario/index.html
http://www.musei.uniroma1.it/erbario/catalogo/gestionedb/scheda.asp?inventario=241
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Tavoletta proveniente dalla Biblioteca di Ninive e appartenente all'Epopea di 
Gilgamesh-British Museum, Londra 

 

Anfora - Museo del Vicino Oriente 

 

In the construction of interdisciplinary multimedia 
products, the on-line access to EDMuse platform, it gives 
the ability to create multi-disciplinary connections in 
media mode by downloading the museum objects that 
belong not only to science museums, but also historical 
and artistic museums. The close connection between 
history, geography, science and art, made possible by the 
connection between information placed in different parts 
of the same document, allows an global approach and 
reticular knowledge, through the identification of contact 
points (nodes) among the content of the various 
disciplines. 

http://www.musei.uniroma1.it/vicinooriente/catalogo/gestionedb/scheda.asp?inventario=V.O.2
http://www.musei.uniroma1.it/vicinooriente/index.html
http://www.musei.uniroma1.it/vicinooriente/catalogo/gestionedb/scheda.asp?inventario=V.O.2

